In a replicated ®le system, copies of the same ®le are kept in dierent servers so that failures of some servers can be tolerant. The goal of a replicated ®le system is to increase the probability that an operation (read or write) can be performed, i.e., to increase the availability of the ®le. Giving a minimal acceptable availability of a ®le, the objective is to minimize the total cost required to build a replicated ®le system that satis®es the availability constraint. In this paper, an ecient algorithm is proposed to ®nd the minimal cost replicated ®le system. Ó
Introduction
A replicated ®le system consists of a set of ®le servers wherein each server stores a copy of the replicated ®le. The servers in a replicated ®le system can be unreliable. When a server fails, the copy at the server becomes unavailable. The goal of a replicated ®le system is to tolerate failures of some servers, or, more precisely, to increase the probability that an operation (read or write) can be performed, i.e., to increase the availability of the ®le.
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The issue of replica control occurs when multiple copies of a replicated ®le are stored at dierent servers. The goal of replica control is to maintain the consistency among copies of the replicated ®le, i.e., to guarantee that the multiple copies of the replicated ®le behave like a single copy [3±5,9] .
The operations to the ®le are classi®ed as either read or write. A replica control algorithm is required to synchronize read and write operations to maintain the consistency of the replicated copies. A survey of replica control algorithms can be found in [5] . In general, a replica control algorithm must ensure two things: 1. Each pair of read and write operations is not allowed to perform at the same time. 2. Each pair of write operations is not allowed to perform at the same time.
Quorum consensus [6] is a popular solution for replica control. To perform a read operation, a read quorum of r copies is required to be accessed. On the other hand, a write operation is required to access w copies. To ensure consistency, r w and 2w must be greater than the total number of replicated copies.
When the quorum of each operation is a majority of all copies, it is called majority consensus [12] . With majority consensus,
where n is the number of replicated copies. Note that majority consensus is a special case of the generic quorum consensus algorithm. The problem of determining the optimal read quorum to maximize the availability of a quorum consensus system was studied by Ahamad and Ammar [1] . In [7] , Kumar and Malik considered cost minimization for majority consensus with an availability constraint. Later, Kumar and Segev [8] studied three optimization models for minimizing communication overhead with different constraints. This paper extends and integrates previous works to a new optimization model that considers cost minimization for generic quorum consensus with an availability constraint. The problem is described as follows.
Let p be the availability of a server, i.e., the probability that the server is operational in the long run. In general, the cost of a server with higher availability is more expensive than that of a server with lower availability. That is, for an individual server, higher availability implies higher cost. Let gp be the cost of a server with availability p, then gp is an increasing function of p. The cost of a replicated ®le system is determined by the number of servers and the availability of the servers. Let n be the number of servers, then the total cost is ngp. Giving a minimal acceptable availability, a designer of a replicated ®le system is required to achieve the availability and to reduce the cost as much as possible. The objective of this study is to design an ecient algorithm that determines the number and the availability of servers to minimize the total cost of a replicated ®le system for quorum consensus with an availability constraint.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model. The algorithm is presented in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates some numerical results of our algorithm. The computational complexity of our algorithm is discussed in Section 5. The ®nal section concludes this paper.
Model
The analysis of this paper is based on the following assumptions: Assumption 1. The ®le system is homogeneous.
Assumption 2. The number of servers is bounded.
The reasons of these assumptions are: · A homogeneous system consisting of identical servers is preferred to a heterE ogeneous system consisting of various types of servers. One advantage of a homogeneous system is ease to maintain, since any failed server can be repaired by the same manufacturer and the standby spare units, if any, can be used to replace any failed server. On the other hand, maintaining a heterogeneous system is costly, since dierent servers may be produced by different manufacturers and the spare units are dierent. · The communication overhead of a replicated ®le system increases as the number of servers grows. A designer can set a limit to the number of servers so that the communication overhead is acceptable. A server is either opertionl or filed and the state (operational, or failed) of each server is statistically independent to the others. The server vilility is the probability that a server is operational at any time instant. When a server is operational, the copy at the server is available; otherwise, it is unavailable. The operations are classi®ed as either red or write. Quorum consensus is used to synchronized read and write operations in a replicated ®le system. Thus, read and write operations are required to access at least r and w servers, respectively.
Let n be the number of servers, the following conditions are required to ensure consistency:
Condition 2 inhibits concurrent execution of any pair of read and write operations and Condition 3 prevents two write operations from concurrently executing. Condition 2 also ensures that a read operation can access to a most recently updated copy (updated by the last write operation) of the replicated ®le [6] . Under Condition 2, a read quorum r can determine a unique write quorum w such that
The service time of any operation is assumed to be negligible, thereby the operation ®nishes instantaneously. If an operation cannot access the required quorum of servers, the operation aborts. The red @writeA vilility is de®ned to be the probability that a read (write) operation can access at least r (w) servers, i.e., the probability that rw-out-of-n servers are operational. Let anY kY p be the probability that k-out-of-n servers are operational for the given server availability p. Then the read availability and write availability are anY rY p and anY wY p, respectively. The file vilility is de®ned to be the probability that an operation can access the required quorum of servers at any time instant. If the probabilities that an operation is read and write are f and 1 À f , respectively, then the ®le availability enY rY p, giving n, r and p, is
where w n 1 À r.
In this paper, we use the following notation: 1. Constants:
· m : maximal number of servers, · f : the probability that an operation is read, · e 0 : availability cut-o, i.e., the minimal acceptable ®le availability.
Variables and functions:
· n: number of servers, 1 T n T m, · r: read quorum, · w n 1 À r: write quorum, · p: server availability, 1 2 T p T e 0 1 , · anY rY p: read availability, · anY wY p: write availability, · enY rY p: ®le availability, · r Ã nY p: optimal read quorum, giving n and p, · e Ã nY p enY r Ã nY pY p: maximal ®le availability, giving n and p, · p Ã n: minimal server availability s.t. e Ã nY p Ã n P e 0 , giving n, · gp: availability cost function, i.e., the cost of a server having availability p,
Using the notation described above, the problem is
Algorithm
The algorithm to ®nd the minimal cost replicated ®le system consists of three levels: 1. Level 1 (the lowest level) computes e Ã nY p, which is the maximal ®le availability, given n and p. 2. Level 2 approximates p Ã n, for ®xed n, such that
3.1. Level 1: computing e Ã nY p For ®xed n and p, the optimal read quorum r Ã nY p that maximizes the ®le availability is given in [1] :
Thus the maximal ®le availability for ®xed n and p is e Ã nY p enY r Ã nY pY pX 7
Level 2: approximating p Ã n
Giving n, a bi-section method can be used to approximate p Ã n: 1. Initially, set p u e 0 , p l 1a2 and p p u p l a2.
If e
Ã nY p P e 0 then set p u p else set p l p.
Set
Ã n can be found, the minimal cost for ®xed n is Ã n n Â gp Ã nX 9
Then the minimal cost of required replicated ®le system can be found in
Numerical examples
The minimal cost replicated ®le system depends on m, e 0 , f and, of course, the cost function, gp. This section ®rst illustrates some numerical results of our algorithm applying the cost function proposed in [7] . Then we discuss some basic properties of a cost function and propose a new cost function that satis®es the properties. Numerical examples for the new cost function are shown in the last.
The cost function proposed in [7] is:
where K, B and D are constants. Figs. 1±5 and Table 1 show the numerical results for u 15000, f 15 and h 14: · Fig. 1 shows the minimal cost plotted against the number of servers for different values of f. Also, the results are compared with majority consensus. The availability cut-o in Fig. 1 is 0X99 . It is shown that the minimal cost decreases as f increases and the generic quorum consensus algorithm always performs better than majority consensus, especially for the number of servers is even, regardless the value of f. Note that the dierence between the generic quorum consensus algorithm and majority consensus grows as f increases. To explain the results, recall that majority consensus is a special case of quorum consensus. With majority consensus, the read quorum and the write quorum are the same (the majority). On the other hand, quorum consensus has the¯exibility to tune the read (write) quorum to achieve the best performance according to the read probability (f ). · Fig. 2 is a plot of the minimal cost against the availability cut-o, where m 10, for majority consensus and the generic quorum consensus algorithm with dierent values of f. It is shown that the minimal cost grows as the availability cut-o increases and reduces as f increases. Similar to Fig. 1 , the dierence between quorum consensus and majority consensus grows as f increases. Note that quorum consensus is dominant for larger f. However, for smaller f, the dierence is not obvious. Table 1 shows more detailed data, including the actual read quorum, r Ã nY p Ã n, and the server availability, p Ã n, found by the algorithm for n 1 to 20 and dierent values of f. Fig. 5 depicts the read quorum against f for n 5Y 10Y 15 and 20. They show that, for each n, the read quorum tends to decrease as f increases. This is because the system availability is a weighted sum of read availability (with weight f ) and write availability (with weight 1 À f ). As the read probability (f ) increases, it is better to increase the read availability, by decreasing the read quorum, to achieve a higher system availability. It is worth of note that, for each n, the read quorum drops drastically to 1 as f reaches a critical value (0X99 in the case). The result implies that, if f is large enough (that is most of the operations are intended to read the replicated ®le system), a group of cheap servers applying read-one/write-all policy (r 1 and w n) is preferred. The exponential cost function in [7] (Eq. (10)) is more realistic than a linear function, since it increases very steeply as p approaches 1. This means that it is hard to make up a perfect server (with availability 1). There is a little problem concerning with the possibility of having a perfect server. Since Eq. (10) is bounded, it implies that a perfect server is still possible to have. However, it is impossible to obtain a perfect server that never fails. In practice, the cost of a perfect server should be in®nite and a server with availability 0 should cost zero. To sum up, the basic properties of a cost function, gp, are: 1. gp is an increasing function of p. 2. g0 0. 3. g1 I. Clearly, Eq. (10) satis®es property 1; but it dose not satisfy properties 2 and 3.
We propose a cost function having the required properties:
Figs. 6±8 show the minimal cost plotted against the number of servers for three examples of Eq. (11), where 1, 2a3 and 1a2, respectively. Several observations are:
· If the cost function grows very fast as the p increases (the case of Fig. 6 ), or the availability cut-o is very high (cut-o 0X999 in Figs. 7 and 8) , the single-server system is usually more expensive than a multiple-server system. · If the cost function grows slowly as the p increases and the availability cuto is low (cut-o 0X990 and 0X995 in Fig. 8 ), the cost tends to grow as the number of servers increases. · In general, the minimal cost replicated ®le system depends on the cost function and the availability cut-o. Various environments (gp and f) and constraints (e 0 and m) can result in dierent solutions. Table 1 Read quorum, r Ã nY p Ã n, and server availability, p Ã n, found by the algorithm, where gp 15000 e 15pÀ14 and cut-o 0.990 Although various cost functions are possible, our algorithm provides an ecient way, for any cost function, to design a minimal cost replicated ®le system achieving the required level of availability. The eciency (complexity) of the algorithm is elaborated in the next section.
Complexity analysis
The complexities of the three levels of the algorithm are: 1. e Ã nY p enY r Ã nY pY p f anY r Ã nY pY p 1 À f anY w Ã nY pY p, where r Ã nY p w Ã nY p n 1. Since r Ã nY p can be found in constant time (Eq. (6)), the complexity of computing e Ã nY p is equivalent to the complexity of computing anY r Ã nY pY p and anY w Ã nY pY p. Note that anY kY p is the availability of a k-out-of-n system. Several Onk algorithms for evaluating the availability (or reliability) of a k-out-of-n system can be found in [2, 10, 11] . Thus the complexity of computing e Ã nY p is Onr Ã nY p w Ã nY p On 2 . 2. The complexity of approximating p Ã n is Oin 2 , wherein On 2 is required to compute e Ã nY p and i is the number of bi-sections. (The selection of i is discussed later.) 3. Level 3 of the algorithm requires computing p Ã n, for all n 1Y F F F Y m. Thus the complexity of the algorithm is Oi1 2 Á Á Á m 2 Oim 3 . The number of bi-sections, i, is determined by the following theorems. Theorem 1. por ny e b 0 nd
The proof is shown in Appendix A. Ã Example 1. If f 15, for e 10 À3 and 10 À5 , according to Theorem 1, i P 13 and 20, respectively. Theorem 2. por ny e b 0 nd , according to Theorem 2, i P 23, 21 and 19, respectively.
Above theorems and examples show that the number of bi-sections required to approximate p Ã n is bounded for giving cost function and required e. Therefore i can be trusted as a constant and the complexity of the algorithm is Om 3 . Thus the algorithm can be applied eciently to design a required system.
Conclusion
A replicated ®le system is used to improve the availability of a ®le. The availability of the replicated ®le can be improved by increasing the number or the availability of servers. However, the cost is proportional to the number of servers. Moreover, for each individual server, higher availability implies higher cost. A system analyst usually encounters the problem of designing a minimal cost replicated ®le system that achieves a required level of availability. Two problems had been studied in previous works: availability maximization for quorum consensus and cost minimization for majority consensus with an availability constraint. This study extends and integrates previous works to a new optimization model considering cost minimization for quorum consensus with an availability constraint. An Om 3 algorithm is designed to ®nd the optimal solution. Numerical results show that the solution found by our algorithm is always better than that considers only majority consensus. The algorithm can be applied to various cost functions and it can be used to design a new system or redesign an existing system when the environment or the constraint changes. e
